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Course Evaluation Data Released
by Charles Mussman the course. The rating scale
used runs from one to five: (I)
far below. average; (2) below
average; (3) average; (4) above
average; and (5) far above
average.
The median rating and the
cut-off points for the highest
and lowest quartiles all fell
above average. The median
The fall semester 1973 pro-
fessor and course evaluations
have been compiled and are in
the process of being printed.
Copies of the entire survey will
be on file at the reserve desk of
the library during spring pre-
registration.
Results of the Professor and Course
Evaluation Surveys appear on page'S,
The synopsis of results
shown here represents the
mathematical average of the
answers to two of the twelve
questions comprising this se-
mester's evaluation: first, the
overaIJ evaluation of the pro-
fessor's performance; and sec-
ond, the overall evaluation of
ratings were 3.8 for professor
evaluations. and 3.7 for course
evaluations. Professor evalua-
tions above 4.3 and course
evaluations above 4.1 were in
the top quartile. Ratings below
3.3 constituted the bottom
quartile for both professor and
course evaluations.
SBAReport
. by Tomas Garza
At the SBA meeting on March '11. 1974. the SBA elected its
representatives to the Faculty Meetings. These representatives
attend all faculty meetings and participate in practically all
decisions. Two very qualified individuals, Judd Kutcher and Scott .
Paseltiner, were elected by the SBA. I am sure they will represent
the student body ably at the faculty meetings.
The NLC Basketball Tournamentwas a huge success, thanks
to John Bruzniak. The winners of the tournament were the
Destroyers. We congratulate the members of the winning team.
John has organized a softball league for the NLC and the
details on that story are elsewhere in The Advocate. The Sports
Committee reminds us that all sports activities are co-education-
al. I would like to see the faculty participate by either forming
their own team or joining one of the student teams.
Chuck Williams. chairman of the Library Committee, made
some proposals concerning problems in the library. The
Committee will meet with the Library personnel and faculty to
find an answer for (1) the reshelving of books. (2) the correction of
temperature and ventilation problems, (3) the correction of sonic
and subsonic waves in the basement, (4) the acquisition of
additional sets of high-usage references, and (5) the need for
additional carpeting. study carrels and tables. acoustical screens.
small group-study discussion rooms, and fourth floor stairway
. access. If anyone has any ideas concerning library reform, please
contact someone in the Library Committee via the SBA office.
A Grievance Box made by Louis Francis will be placed in the
NLC for anyone to submit a complaint. gripe. or problem on any
subject within the NLC jurisdiction. Louis. Chairman of the
Grievance Committee, will attempt to resolve the problem, if
possible, or direct the problem to someone who can. The
Grievance Committee hopes to establish a Grievance Board which
will have power to investigate and resolve any grievance.
At our March 11th meeting, the SBA discussed the
All-University Assembly proposal. All the SBA members, with
one abstention, voted to approve the AUA proposal. The AUA
proposal would give every segment of the University a voice in the
governing body. Such a type of governing body is the only logical
one, considering that each segment has problems peculiar only to
that segment. I hope the Faculty Senate reconsiders the proposal,
and I appeal to their better judgment for what appears to be the
only fair solution to the problem.
During the computer proces-
sing of the four thousand indi-
vidual evaluations in 183 cours-
es, approximately five percent
of the evaluations had to be
discarded because of improper
punching. In an additional two
to three percent of the re-
sponses. an invalid answer to
an individual question was dis-'
regarded without causing re-
jection of the entire evaluation.
Due to this relatively high
rate of data error the feasibility
of returning to written re-
spouses (later keypunched for
computer processing) has in-
creased. In addition, the
G.W.U. Computer Center,
which provided the computer
processing time free Of charge.
has changed its own position
on the desirability of the-
"porta-punch" cards used in
this evaluation, deciding that
they cause more trouble than
they are worth.
The SBA Evaluations Com-
mittee appreciates all sug-
gestions.
David Broder Meets
with NLC Students
by Roy Baldwin
"I've worked in Washington 18 years," said
David Broder, "and I've never seen a situation
like we have today."
Broder, noted political columnist for the
Washington Post, spoke at the Marvin Center
on March 5. His appearance was sponsored by
the SBA Speakers Committee and Kappa Beta
Phi.
"An axiom that held true for all those years,"
Broder explained, "was that 'Washington, like
nature, abhors a vacuum'. There has always
been a constant testing of power in this city-
who has influence and who doesn't. When one
person or group loses power. another is quick to
grab it up. In the last year it's plain who has lost
power, but it's not at all clear who has gained. IL
Congress has gained power from the President,
it's hard to see where it's used it. And the
Departments and Agencies haven't been liber-
ated-they've been paralyzed. It seems as if the
power the President lost has just leaked away."
Broder ranged over a wide spectrum of polit-
ical topics in response to questions and com-
ments from the law student audience. He disa-
greed with Arthur Schlesinger, who has written
that Watergate has "brought the presidency
down to human scale."
Broder contended that the experience of the
.Iast year has underscored what he sees as the
central and essential role of the President as an
"energizing force in American society. I think
we need a strong President. stabilized in a sys-
tem in which all the component parts-Con-
gress, the press. political parties, and the private
sector-are themselves strong. Strength is lack-
ing today almost down the line."
. to be irritating people constantly. We're still
. pretty far down" in public opinion, he noted.
"We're a large influential establishment con-
trolled by a few, and we're largely a mystery to
the readers. " , .
Commenting on his recent interview with
George Wallace, Broder said that "there is no
reason tonight to assume the next president will .
be nominated by a major party."
Although Wallace didn't divulge his Presi-
dential aspirations, Broder believes that Wallace·
has two viable options. "He can play the legit-.
imate Democrat-and he has used the
upcoming mini-convention as a way to test and
exercise his organization-or he can build up his
organization along third party lines. Either way,
Broder concluded, "It's clear he understands
the rules and his constituency and intends to use
both. "
Broder feels that this country is "tough
enough to stand the rigors of the impeachment
process," although he believes the decision
facing the President concerning whether to
resign is "not a question on which anyone can
give him advice. Editorial writers have no right
to tell him he has a duty to resign-he has to
make that decision himself."
Broder finds the House the "most hopeful
area of. our national government." because of
the influx of younger representatives and their
attention to "different demands of people of
your generation". The House has cut away the
base of the old seniority system. Power that used
to be held by a handful of aged Representatives
now is held by party caucuses and leadership.
The House is still. however, in "an awkward
transition phase." according to Broder.
On the Senate side, Broder sees Robert Byrd
running the Senate after Mike Mansfield steps
down, and foresees some changes for "all these
dilettante liberals" in the Senate
Jerry Ford, Broder asserted. could very well be
re-elected in 1976 if he were to accede to the
presidency. Therefore. it's "not useful to him to '
be pulled down in the wreckage of the Nixon
Administration." On the potentiality of a Ford
administration, Broder contended, "It would be
a great help to the country to have a president
facing problems other than of his own making.
Pre-trial publicity is seen by Broder as a "sub-
stantial danger when the press asserts its own
He questioned an assertion that the press has prerogatives." The press ought to defer, he said,
garnered renewed credibility from' the Water- "when the potential for adverse effect on the
gate reporting. The Post in particular, and the criminal justice system" is evident. "I can't
press in general. is obviously a lot better off now think of an instance where the public's right to,
than if it had been wrong about Watergate, but know should have won out over an accused's
"until we attain human infallibllity.we'regoing ..right to '~non~prejudicialtrial", he concluded.
The lesson of the situation, he concluded. is
that our concern should not be "just how to get
rid of Richard Nixon as soon as possible, but
how to get the system going again in which. the
President can operate."
Much of the evening's discussion centered on,
the responsibilities of the press in covering polit-
ical affairs. Responding to a question concern-
ing the recent tendency of reporters covering
Presidential news conferences to follow up on
others' questions, Broder said that such follow-
ups are "not planned in advance as far as I
know."
�~~~ .
Prof. Aids Formation of Israeli Program
by Steve Fleischer
NLC Prof. Gilbert Ginsburg spent much of his
sabbatical leave lastsemester in Israel. Among his
many activities there, his major project involved an
attempt to ease the problems presently faced by
American law students and lawyers wishing to study
in Israel.
Israeli law schools are established at our under-
graduate level. After graduating from high school, a
student desiring to be a lawyer begins to study law in
college. After four years of school, and two years of
clinical legal training, one becomes a lawyer,
Given the more intense law school curriculum
here, which only starts at the graduate level, Ameri-
can law schools will not give any credit for courses.
taken in 'israeli law schools, which give law degrees
as essentially bachelor's degrees.
After firmly affirming the cultural benefits of an
exposure to Israeli life while gaining credits for a
legal degree, Prof. Ginsburg continued with his plan.
The solution to the problem appeared to be the
establishment in Israel of an academic entity which
would be recognized by American law schools.
Originally, this entity was to be an Israeli branch
in Jerusalem of the new Touro Law School opening
in New York (Prof. Ginsburg is a founder of Touro
College and a member of tile Board of Trustees).
Courses in Israel were to be taught in English, and
would be the same as legal courses offered .in
American law schools.
However, after consulting with the President of
Touro College, what resulted was a plan for a
graduate law school, as part of the Emanuel Celler
School of Law at Touro College. The focus of this
graduate law school would be the LL.M. degree in
commercial law, labor law, taxation, government
contracts, or in Israeli law. The latter would enable
the student to become an expert in Israeli law in his
own office in the U.S., and perhaps have a dual prac-
tice in the United States and Israel, or even become
an "aliya" (one who immigrates. literally a "going
up") to Israel.
This would permit a law student with aJ.D. degree
to spend a year in Israel getting a worthwhile
graduate degree that would increase his potential
income by several thousand dollars a year before he
goes into practice. Itwould also enable a lawyer with
eight or ten years experience to do somethin~ wo:th-
while for a year-to take a sabbatical (which IS a
growing idea among lawyers) and ~et a graduate
degree, thus benefitting his own 'p~~ctlce. .
. "Additionally, due to the flexibility of the curncu-
lum, law students from any American law school
could come for a year, take graduate courses, and
presumably get credit back at their own ho~e base,
because they would be attending an accredited law
school," said Prof. Ginsburg.
It is reputedly fairly easy for an American lawyer
to pass the Israeli bar exam, except for t~e ~ebrew
part in which one has to learn how to write essays.
"It is not a terribly good gauge of one's compe~en~e
as a lawyer. But, then again. neither necessanly IS
graduating from an Israeli law school. Since they are
basically on an undergraduate level, they cannot
compare with American law schools," Prof.
Ginsburg continued. "
Due to the location and function of the law school,
Prof. Ginsburg feels that there will be no trouble
getting top full-time faculty members in all key
areas. "People are already standing in line for their
sabbatical years as visiting law professors." .
Summer sessions would be particularly exciting;
with the great possibility of obtaining some of the
best' legal professors in the country. Courses- would
be specifically designed as complete units. and not as
unintegrated lectures by varying lecturers, a problem
Prof. Ginsburg claimed exists with the current
. American University summer courses in Israel.
Prof. Ginsburg apparently gave the idea a signifi-
cant boost while in Israel, and it was very well
received. A Board of Advisors has been organized
consisting of one cabinet minister, one member of
the Supreme 'Court, a few lawyers and a bank presi-
dent. He made these contacts through the deans and
professors of the various Israeli law schools. in much
the same way as the Government Contracts Program
(of which he is Assistant Director) is run here.
While in Israel, Prof. Ginsburg also worked on
another project, creating a series of courses to be
given in Washington for those interested in doing
business in Israel. He expects the courses to be at-
tended by about 100 American businessmen.
The set-tip is similar to the Government Contracts
EARLY-BIRD
LECTURE
SERIES
BRI
(at no extra charge)
Begin studying NOW for the'
tough MULTISTATE
Enroll before April, l for D.C. or
Virginia courses and save $15.00
Lectures held at
Georgetown University Law Center
600 New Jersey Avenue,N.W.
Saturday & Sunday 1:00 4:30p.m.
Now through April 28
CONTACT: BRI / BAR REVIEW INSTITUTE
1346 Connecticut Avenue,N.W.,
Suite 320 Washington D.C.
(Tel.) (202) 833-3080
Program. Each course will .be taught by v~rious
experts in the field, and consists of a week of inten-
sive lectures, clinics, and questions and answers.
Each attendee receives printed manuals of original
material prepared by each guest lecturer, and an
appendix of all applicable Israeli laws. This is fol-
lowed by a week of visiting various industries in
Israel.
Despite his present int~res! in legal. educat.ion,
Prof. Ginsburg did not begin his career with the Idea
of teaching. He had obtained his B.A. and J.D.
degrees from the University of Chicago by 1957, and
had decided to enter a more "legitimate" field of
employment.
He worked for a year and a half as an attorney and
labor relations advisor with the Army Corp of
Engineers in Chicago. In 19?9. he entered military
service and, after officer training, taught procure-
ment law for three years at the Judge Advocate
General's School in Charlottesville.
For the next four and a half years, he worked for
NASA, reviewing all bid protests involved in the
huge Apollo program, with a sufficient science and·
math background to at least cause the parties in-
volved to hesitate before trying to "pull the wool"
over the government's eyes.
Prof. Ginsburg was contacted by Prof. Nash. then
the NLC's Associate Dean for Graduate Studies. in
1966. Since he was satisfied with his position at
NASA, with fine future prospects. his reaction was
not positive. After Prof. Nash completed his recruit-
ing pitch, however, his interested was piqued.
After consultation with friends, Prof. Ginsburg
realized that by accepting a teaching position at a
-university he had absolutely nothing to lose.
Executive positions at government agencies were
usually filled by outside people anyway. He could
always return if the right opportunity arose. The
NLC had gained another professor.
Prof. Ginsburg originally was supposed to work
only with the NLC's highly respected Government
Contracts Program, a set-up of approximately seven
short courses taught by Professors Nash, Cibinic,
and Ginsburg, as well as many visiting lecturers.
specifically designed for those working in this area
professionally. However. Dean Kramer soon sug-
gested that he teach just one regular course, to "get
the feel for it". Additional courses were added later.
GALP PosesAlternatives
by Chuck Leone
Five individual practitioners and members of four different law
collectives discussed various aspects of their practices last Satur-
day with over 100 law students at-the Second Annual Alternative
Law Conference. held at Catholic University.
Th<: Conference. sponsored by the Group on Alternative Law
Practice (GALP), featured a "How to" approach, with most dis-
cussions and "questions centered around techniques for setting up
and successfully maintaining an individual, small group. or col-
lective practice.
Most of the individuals and groups maintained a radical
political perspective. and were involved with various community
groups. bot~ politically and as legal representative. Many lived at
sub.slst7nce InCO~le levels and scheduled their legal work so as to
maintain a maximum flexibility for handling free cases. Jim
Rowan, an attorney practicing with two others in the Durham.
North Ca~olina area, estimated that 60 percent of the legal work
done by himself and his partners was done on a no-fee basis.
Rowan also mentioned three rules of thumb for new lawyers
who are starting out on an independent basis: 1) practice in a
metrop.olitan area of larger than 100,000; 2) locate near a law
schooll~ possible, for access to the resources of a law library and
the services of law students; and 3) don't practice completely
a.lone. ?ecause of the pressures involved in making critical deci-
srons without another person to discuss ideas with .
. Four collectives were represented in the afternoon session: the
Pittsburgh Law Collective. the People's Law Office from Chicago,
t?e Bar Sinister from Los Angeles, and the Women's Law Collec-
tive from Boston.
The collective nature of the practice has internal as well as
ex~ernal facets. All members of the collectives represented reo,
ceived only subsistence salaries, all members share the routine
o!,fice tasks, and members engaged in weekly criticism-self criti-
cism sesstons,
~he groups focused their work mostly in political-legal areas .
. taking cases pa~ttful.a.rly. in the areas of prison reform. equal em-
ployment, and CIVilrights generally.
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Professor and Course Evaluation Results
Course Course
Number Name
Prof. Overall Overall No. of
Professor Course Stud.
Average Evaluation
203 Contracts Nash 4.1
203 Contracts Cibinic 4.3
203 Contracts Nash 4.0
203 Contracts Pock 4.7
203B Contracts Pock 4.5
207B Torts Banzhaf 3.7
207 Torts Schwartz 3.7
207 Torts Seidelson 4.4
207 Torts Seidelson 4.7
207 Torts Sirulnik 3.7
211 Property Brown 3.3
215 'Criminal Law Allen 2.9
215 Criminal Law Ferster 1.7
215 Criminal Law Robinson 3.1
215 Criminal Law Starrs 3.3
220 Legal Research Birken 4.1
220B Legal Research Birken 3.1
220 Legal Research Kay 3.8
220 Legal Research Shorenstein 1.9
304 U.N. Law Mallison 2.8
304B U.N. Law Mallison 3.8
309B Conflicts Seidelson 4.5
311B Agcy. &'Partner. Schiller 2.9
311 Agcy. & Partner. Sharpe 3.7
312 Corporations H. Green 4.3
312 Corporations Stevenson 4.1
312 Corporations Stevenson 4.4
313 Sales Albert 3.0
313 Sales Rothschild 4.8
313B Sales Rothschild 4.4
318 Creditors Rights Kirkpatrick 4.0
318B Creditors Rights Kirkpatrick 3.7
325 Trusts & Estates IKuhn 4.5
325B Trusts & Estates I Kuhn 4.4
325 Trusts & Estates I Weaver 2.9
329 Unfair Trade Prac Weston 3.9
329B Unfair Trade Prac Weston 3.9
332 Fed Jurisdiction Barron 4.8
332 Fed Jurisdiction D. Green 3.0
332B Fed Jurisdiction D. Green 2.9
332 Fed Jurisdiction Schwartz 4.1
3.8
4.0
3.8
4.7
4.1
3.6
3.4
4.3
4.5
3.4
3.3
2.8
1.9
2.9
3.3
3.9
2.9
3.7
2.0
2.5
3.2
4.2
2.6
3.2
4.0
3.8
4.1
2.8
4.4
4.3
3.9
3.5
4.1
4.2
2.9
3.9
3.8
4.6
2.7
2.7 .
3.7
78
72
73
42
95
85
65
68
76
48
30
41
70
68
73
61
90
67
41
20
12
61
14 '
46
93
99
57
69
99
67
52
23
116
38
72
52
40
77
36
37
16
Course Course Prof. Overall Overall No. of
Number Name Professor Course Stud.
Average Evaluation
334 Adv Crim Proced Starrs 3.5 3.4 56
334B Adv Crim Proced Starrs 3.6 3.4 58
335B Jurisprudence Mayo 2.5 2.2 13
336 Fed Income Tax Hambrick 4.0 3.9, 53
336 Fed Income Tax Weaver 3.0 2.9 56
336B Fed Income Tax Speiller 3.9 3.8 42
338B Estate &Gift Tax Kramer 4.1 3.8 22
338 Fed Est &Gift Tax Hambrick 4.6 4.4" 17
340B Tax, Corp &Share Tannenwald,
. Tucker 4.5 4.3 23
341 Labor Law Albert 3.5 3.3 29
341 Labor Law Merrifield 3.5 3.4 68
341B Labor Law Merrifield 3.5 3.6 52
347 Insurance Schiller 3.1' 3.0 21
347B Insurance Schiller 3.0 2.8 11
348 Dom Relations . Kay ton 3.6 4.4 8
348B Dom Relations Potts 3.5 3.3 13
359B Patent Law Kay ton 4.3 4.3 23
372 Admin Law Banzhaf 3.4 3.3 64
372 Admin Law Miller 2.7 2.6 31
337B Legislation Lee 1.5 1.7 22
380 Environ Law Reitze 3.2 3.2 86
381B Environ Law Reitze 4.3 4.3 23
390 Forensic Medicine Sharpe 3.3 3.3 13
390B Forensic Medicine Sharpe 3.7 3.3 22
394B Women &the Law Wolfe, Gates 4.1 4.2 11
395 Pub Partie Strat Stanton 5.0 5.0 3
396 Legal Activism Banzhaf 3.7 3.6 12
402 Exec Function Miller 3.3 3.4 16
404B Securities Reg M. Cohen 3.7 3.7 37
413 Pub Pol &Media Barron 4.7 4.5 45
417B Trade Reg Harris 3.3 4.0 3
424B Business Planning Flyer, Lewis 4.3 4.0 9
424 Business Planning H.Green 4.9 4.8 9
431B Gov Procure Law Nash, Cibinic 3.8 4.1 18
433B Perf of Gov Cont Nash, Cibinic 4.5 4.5 14
441B Disability Prob Doherty 3.2 3.1 11
443B Labor Relations Tobias 3.7 3.5 12
475 Law & Crim I Courtlass 3.4 3."0 18
479 Crim Practice Sem Perazich 3.9 4.1 7
480B Crim Corrections Birken 3.6 3.8 9
Course Course Prof. Overall Overall No. of
Number Name Professor Course Stud.
Average Evaluation
486 Law &Psychiatry Silverberg 3.9 3.5 14
491B Sci Pol Formation Anderson 4.2 3.8 5
492 Sci & Legal Proc H. Green 4.1 4.1 17
501 Land Devel Law Brown 4.1 3.7 25
505 Intergov ReI Nash 4.4 4.3 9
523B Ct Rev of Pat Deci Dunner 4.3 4.1 10
524B Chemical Patents White 3.7 3.6 17
531B Law & Space Dembling 3.9 ,.3.8 11
546B Soviet Law Ramundo 4.1 3.6 18
557B Tax Exempt Org Myers,
Hopkins 3.7 3.7 7
564B Tax Policy Ellicott 3.8 3.3 8
593 Amer Legal Hist D. Green 4.2 4.0 5
Fellowships
for Graduate Study
Information,
Mee'ting
Marvin Center Room 410
Fri. Mar. 29 3:00 P.M.
for
Juniors, Graduates
&Professional Students
AIlE TID
1st&2nd Year Students
AT ABSOLUTELY NO COST TO YOU. ,
, ..
ATTEND WITHOUT OBLIGATION
Lectures on any three subjects of your Choice I
\
DATE DAY TIME- PM SUBJECT DATE DAY TlME- PM SUBJECT
Mar 21 Thur 1:30 - 3:30 Real Property II 6 Sat 10:00 - 12:00 Con. Law & Taxation
21 Thur 6:30 - 8:30 Real Property II II Thur 1:30 - 3:30 Equity and Trusts
22 Fri 1:30 - 3:30 . Real Prop. & Evidence il Thur 6:30 - 8:30 Equity and Trusts
22 Fri 6:JO . 8:30 Real Prop. & Evidence 12 Fri no class
0' 23 Sat 10:00 . 12:00 Evidence II 13 Sat no class
28 Thur 1:30· 3:30 Torts I 18 Thur 1:30 . 3:30 Corporations
28 Thur 6:30· 8:30 Torts I IH Thur 6:30 . H,30 Corporations
29 Fri 1:30 . 3:30 Torts II 19 Fri 1:30 . 3:30 Partnership,
29 Fri 6:30 - 8:30 Torts II 19 Fri 6:30 . 8:30 Partnerships,.0 Sat 10:00 - 12:00 Agency 20 Sat 10:00 . 12:00 Personal Property
4/ is Thur 1:30 . 3:30 Civil ProcedureApr Thur 1:30 - 3:00 Conflicts 2S Thur 6:30 . H:)O Civil Procedure
4 Thur 6:30 - 8:30 Conflicts 26 Fri 1:30 . 3:30 Criminal Procedure
S Fri 1:30 . 3:30 Constitutional Law 26 Fri 6:30 . 8:30 Criminal Procedure
5 Fri 6:30 . 8:30 Constitutional Law 27 Sal 10:00 12:00 Nel<:0tiable Instruments
All lectures are live. Reservations will be accepted on a first call basis.
Classroom material is provided.
NACRELLI BAR REVIEW SCHOOL
Washington's oldest, most experienced and most successful School
1334 "G"St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005 Tel: 347-7574
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1£~ttnrtal A Modest Proposal
by Cc.Stelnborn
In the March 6 issue of The
Advocate, there were no less
than four pieces on the subject
of grade reform. Any of the
ideas discussed would improve
Last week, the administration of George Washington the current situation, but I
University once again demonstrated the attitude that think that none would really
National Law Center students are "second-class citizens" solve the problem-of inequit-
within the University community. able grading. For example,
It was an 'ordinary week on the NLC calendar, which although under the Schiller
happened to coincide with the undergraduates' spring Plan a student's grades would
vacation. As a result, the University Center's hours were no longer be affected by the
greatly curtailed. spelling of her last name,
The opportunity to use the Center's facilities was thus there would be other inequities.
substantially reduced, causing unnecessary inconvenience As pointed out in the March 6 '
grade reform editorial, "some
for many NLC students. students would inevitably be
This is not an unusual development here; it is repeated assigned, on a random basis, to
every time that the law school remains in session while the course sections with professors
undergraduates are on vacation. who are either all high or all
The University administration may argue, as it has done-- low graders." _
in the past, that most law students make relatively little use - There is only one way to
ofthe Center anyway, and that therefore the inconvenience,. resolve the inequity which
if any, is slight. 'arises from random association
The empirical accuracy of that position may be of st~dents to professors, an~
challenged. Even if it is assumed to be empirically accurate, that IS to hav: the students
however, that stilI does not justify the present University Phapersdgradt'ed
h
,In common. Alt
l. '. " teen 0 t e semester, a
pohcy regarding NLC students and the Center. c t hi C I'. ' II prOlessors eac mg. say, r m-
All full-time NLC st~den~s are compe ed to pay a inal Law, would get together
nonrefundable $37.50Umverslty Center Fee every semester. and go through the Criminal
That is precisely the sa!TIe amount charged to all full-time Law exam papers one by one
undergraduates. There is no discount for law students on and. by secret ballot, assign
the basis of our supposed lesser use of the facilities. Nor is number grades. For each paper,
there any discount based on the University's failure to keep the highest and lowest numbers
.the Center open on its regular schedule throughout our- would be thrown out, and the
semester. rest averaged. This system
We believe that 'all NLC students should be entitled to the 'would not ~ork for courses
same access to the Center throughout our semester as that taug
f
.ht by .fewlelr thhan. three
. '. h' h I f h U· . pro essors, so a sue courses
enJ~yed by. students many ot er sc 00 0 t e niversity would have to be eliminated
during their semester. from the curriculum.
The present discrimin.atory,polic~ ~ust b~ change~ now, Ah! but the system would
so that NLC students WIll not be similarly inconvenienced . still be unfair. you say, because
during the examination period in May. some professors give inherently
Second Class Citizens
harder exams than ?thers.
True enough, but easily re-
medied. There would be a
common exam. If there are n
professors of Criminal Law,
each would make up 1/n th of
the exam. Simple.
But not good enough, you
say, because some professors
are significantly better lec-
turers than others. Okay. That
could be solved by having them
rotate. But what if the number
of class meetings in the se-
mester is not evenly divisible-by
the number of professors?
Easy. Where c is the number of
Class meetings -per semester
and m is the' number of
minutes per class meeting,
each professor would lecture
for [modtc.n) x mjln minutes of
the last mod (c.n) class meet-
ings of the semester, thus
removing the inequity.
One problem remains. What
if, the year after Student X has
taken Criminal Law, the school
hires a Criminal Law professor
who is a very easy grader? This
is obviously unfair to X. It
makes her, grade dependent
upon when she happened to
start law school. One way out
of this dilemma would be to
force the university to maintain
its faculty grading balance by
instituting an Affirmative
Grading Hiring Plan. My own
opinion is that this would be
unworkable, because there
would inevitably be persons
who, desperate for a faculty
position, would pose as easy!
hard graders. Therefore, the
only way to insure that the
grading pool is kept constant is
to eliminate faculty hiring
entirely. This would, as an
incidental benefit, free the
faculty from the thankless task
of seeking out capable and
willing new colleagues.
A corollary to the problem
just discussed is the problem of
faculty members quitting or
retiring. This of course could
not be allowed. Faculty mem-
bers would be hired per-
manently. The. possible death
(and consequent elimination
from the grading pool) of a
faculty member presents an-
other difficulty, particularly
severe where the deceased was
an easy grader. This problem is
not so easily set aside. My only
suggestion is that the Univer-
sity Health Center immediately
be put to work on a solution.
While I -realize that the
grade reform plan ~ have
proposed is not perfect, I think
it goes a long way toward
disposing of the shortcomings
of the present system, and
provides some significant un-
related benefits as well. The
common grading sessions at
the end of the semester would
probably become a warm facul-
ty tradition, perhaps with the
professors cordially hashing it
out over drinks at Bassin's.
provided they were able to keep
their inebriation level constant
throughout the evening so that
the papers graded last would
receive the same care and
attention as the papers graded
first.
Course Evaluation LettertotheEditor:----------------~--
"Board of Overseers" ProposedThe SBA has now released the resuits of last month's
professor and course evaluation survey. The overall
evaluation statistics are published on Page 3 of this issue.
Responses to the remaining questions in the survey have To the Editor: an unresponsive Dean's office,
also been compiled, and will be available shortly at the It is time for the National with one man who reports to
reserve desk of the law library: Law Center community to con- one man at the University's
The results indicate that most of the faculty is relatively sider the establishment of a head office? Or would it be
highly regarded by the student body. The median rating of Board of Overseers with powers better to institute a group. per-
3.8 is well above "average" (3.0), a rating surpassed by more and responsibilities similar, to manently seated, selected for
those held by the University's their interest in making the
than three-fourths of the entire faculty. Board of' Trustees. There are NLC b han i. etter t an It was yester-
A substantial minority was rated between 4.0 ("above several serious reasons for this day and is today, and which,
average") and 5.0 ("far above average," the highest possible proposal that bear heavily on through the membership of
rating). Those professors are clearly worthy of commend a- the current situation at this law several men and women, will
tion., school and its long range develop an interaction among
, We hope that this information will prove useful to future. proposed alternatives that does
students in the upcoming pre-registration for next year's .. A la~ sc.ho~l. lik.e any ed~ca- not now exist?
courses" tional msntunon, IS a growing. Further. the creation of a
. living thing, breathing in stu- Board of Overseers, located in
dents. faculty, administrators the chain of command between
and money, digesting for a- the Dean's Office and the
while. and producing persons University. would mitigate the
with law degrees and. in most tremendous advantage the
cases, with knowledge and the University now has in dealing'
ability to produce knowledge. with one man alone.
But this process must be The law school produces
flexible and continually im- revenue for 'the University, and
proving to take into account apparently the University likes
the changing nature of the to use that money for new Ii-
Lnput and insure continuing ex- braries, new gymnasiums, new
cellence at the end of the three student centers, and office
years. buildings that house no aca-
Is this flexibility and con- demic function-in short, ever-
tinual improvement best pro- ything but a new law school.
The opinions expressed by our columnists are their own, and do not necessarily reflect the duced with the present system ~ow the University faces what
views of The Advocate, the National Law Center, or the George WaShington University of a balkanized and transient ... IS.promlslng to become a sus-
student body, an overworked tained financial stress period.
and disinterested faculty, and and the law school finds itself
Editor
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Chuck Leone
Business Manager'
Steve Converse
CopyEditor
Sallee Garner
Advertising Director
Dirck Holscher
with the same old classroom
and administrative buildings,
and a "new" library that could
win an award for, at best.
"aesthetic dysfunction". The
NLC could even stand to hire a
few more professors rather
than fund a declining faculty-
student ratio in the Depart-
ment of Education.
A Board of Overseers, con-
sisting of NLC graduates from
diverse backgrounds, educa-
tors and businessmen. could
get us a little more clout with
our parent institution.
It is for these reasons of in-
creased autonomy within the
University structure and im-
proved flexibility and decision-
making. that a Board of Over-
seers should be established.
How do we get one? Articles in
The Advocate (perhaps even
from the Dean's office), per-
haps a few outside speakers
from law schools with such a
Board. and discussions 'with
your friends around the law
school might lead to some sur-
prising results ... and the Na-
tional Law Center can improve .:
John C. Shapleigh
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Mu~ic,Meals, and Miscellany
by JefIMemck . It is becoming increasingly difficult for me to find
AIt.hough ~om Rush ?as .Iong been one of my the time to listen to all of the latest pop album
favorite folksingers, until his appear~nce at the r.elea~es. mostly because I have gotten very tired of
Cellar Door la~t week, I had n~t seen him for many listening to rock and roll. The music has become
years. The rnam reason for this was that I did not much too' predictable.. and too many mediocre
ca~e ~uch for ~he sound o~ Tom in ..front of a technicians are being recorded because the
prt~artly electnc band. which included Trevor companies must keep growing bigger and bigger.
Veitch. The latest release from Warner Brothers is
Rush has dropped the band, .however, and at the Illustrative, Kiss is the name of another of the
~oor he did ~ne of the finest acoustic sets I've heard ever-proliferating freaks who record hard driving
~n a long time. Rush has always been a fine rock. The band isn't bad at what it does, but it is
tnt.erpr~ter of th~ songs of today's better folk-type ~tr?ngly derivative. sounding mostly. like Stones
wrlter-s~ngers. HIS greates~ we~kness is probably Imitators, and not leaving enough of an impression
that he ISnot a top-notch wnter himself. However, he to make you want to play both sides of the album.
and Jesse Colin Young probably have the most Also included in the release is Back to Oakland,
pleasant voices in the business today. the latest release of the Tower of Power, a decent,
The set I saw included two of my favorite Rush
songs, Jackson Browne's "Jamaica Say You Will"
and Joni Mitchell's "Urge for Going." Both of the
songs were a delight, and Rush has lost none of the
feeling he can create with these tunes. I only wish
that Columbia. his present record company, would
record him in an acoustic, concert setting, but, it
doesn't seem to be in the cards, since his next
sessions are scheduled in Nashville.
I've been doing some more dining out, trying some
new restaurants as well as revisiting some old
favorites, and some of the places I had previously
written about. but had heard good things about
more recently,
In the first category. new restaurants, is Le
Canard. an M Street emporium opened by the'
owners of La Nicoise. The restaurant serves only'
duck and chicken, with the chicken dishes $7.00 and
the duck at $8.50. The price fixe dinner includes
pate, the most delicious salad (with a marvelous
Dijon Mustard based dressing) choice of dessert and
coffee. '
The food was delicious. I had duck prepared with
armagnac and green peppercorns, and. the duck was
perfectly prepared. Too often duck is overly fatty and
not enough care is .. taken in. preparatiori to
compensate for the fat. However, such is not the case
at Le Canard. The duck was' absolutely perfect. One
of my dining. companions had chicken in a white
wine sauce, and was also very pleased, while my
other companion had a more traditional duck a
l'orange and found it as well prepared as mine.
However, I am very reluctant to return. I have very
rarely been treated as rudely at a restaurant by either
a maitre d' or a waitress. Not once during the entire
evening did anyone come to refill a water glass,or to
ask if everything was okay, just the little amenities
that would make someone, any customer or patron,
want to return for what one expects to be a pleasant
evening out. If I am 'going to spend thirty or
thirty-five dollars for my date and I to have dinner,
then I not only want good food and a nice bottle of
wine, but also a pleasant environment and cordiality,
both of which were noticeably lacking the night I ate,
at Le Canard.
but not outstanding, black horn band from the Bay
area's second city. It isn't that they are a bad group,
but they are simply a run of the mill band who get
some hype from the record company in an effort to
"break" them onto the pop sales charts.
Volume two of the Grateful Dead's Greatest Hits
was also released by IWarners, in an effort to
continue milking a now departed gold mine. At one
tirne the Dead were an exciting, dynamic band who
were very innovative. Over the years, however, as the
excitement of watching them perform live has
degenerated into a marathon endurance contest,
they sound as repetitive and dull on record as most of
their live performances. Consequently, unless you
are a. real Dead freak and don't have the
Workingman's Dead or American Beauty Ips, this'
one ought to be totally ignored, in the hopes that it
will quickly make it to the cut-out bins where most of
their recent albums belong.
Iguess what I'm really saying is that it takes an
exceptional rock Ip to turn me on these days, and the
Van Morrison and Lou Reed albums I mentioned
last time have been the only new things that have
turned me on. However. in going through my pile of
albums, . I have come across two delightful jazz
releases. which came out last year.' but I have only
just gotten around to, and one sort of jazz/rock
which I have been enjoying.
The jazz Ips areFort Yawuh by Keith Jarrett, and
the Crusaders' fine 2-lp set, The 2nd Crusade. Going
right along with that is an lp involving the keyboard
, man for the Crusaders, but led by session man Tom
Letter to the Editor: ---'------------------
Rothschild from Italy
To the Editor: ,
Today we were in Siracusa,
Sicilia. and I have a few ob-
servations that I thought might
be an' appropriate way of
saying "hello" and telling all
that Imiss you.
Siracusa is one of those fas-
cinating cities where societies
and cultures have built one
layer on top of the other, all co-
existing for one' who is fortu-
nate enough to see and com-
pare. Today, I saw a park with
a Greek Theatre (dating back
to the 5th Century B.C.), a
Roman Ampitheatre, and a
Siracusian stone quarry-within
close proximity of each other.
. Tile Greek Theatre, hewn
out of stone, is architecturally
and intellectually free. It is geo-
metrical and traditional, but its
semi-circular seats are open-
ended to the cliffs and horizon.
It is still used for classic drama.
The Roman Amphitheatre,
which was used for combat,
also is geometric but it is closed
and confining in appearance,
constructed in concentric cir-
cles. It is now in disarray, and
its walls are crumbling. The
stone quarry was literally a
prison, and today still looks
like a massive dungeorl. ' ..
To me the message rang out
as loud and as clear as my echo
in the "Ear of Dionysius" when
I yelled to hear my own voice.
When there is a choice between
freedom and confinement. and
I believe we have such a 'choice
today, it must be made in favor
of the former. Freedom is more
important even though it ap-
pears less orderly, and its re-
sults more uncertain. Italian
"history has taught me that
great accomplishments, like
those of the Renaissance peri-
od, come out of individual
freedom of spirit and soul. and
they dwarf those coming out of
far more orderly and regi-
mented societies.
Don Rothschild
Scott.icalled Tom Scott and the L.A. Express. But
one at a time.
Keith Jarrett is one of the fine young pianists in
jazz today. He has gained a considerable following,
first on the ECM import Ips that began appearing in
better record stores 12 to 18 months ago. With the
release of this album and a tour sponsored by the
Impulse Record people, Jarrett has begun to draw
lots of attention. -
The album consists of four fairly extensive cuts
which allow all of the musicians involved to develop
their ideas and show off their dexterity. Side one has
two cuts which are both longer than ten minutes. "(If
The) Misfits (Wear It)" and the title cut. "Fort
Yawuh." "Misfits" reflects the title in its
. freneticism, but the opening reveals Jarret's
phenomenal speed, and then the interplay between
piano and Dewey Redman's Tenor sax is one of the
best jazz pieces released in years. Charlie Haden was
the bassist on the sessions, and to be honest. I'd
never heard of him before, but I'm sure that he will
be heard again and again, as he played off of both
Jarrett and Redman with the kind of skill one
associates with Ray Brown and Richard Davis.
While "Fort Yawuh" reminded me of some of the
types of things the Miles Davis alumni (Corea' and
Hancock) have done recently, the fact that the
instruments are all acoustic is a throwback to an ..
earlier vera. Jarrett obviously began by playing
classical music. for he incorporates themes from the
old master here and there as he spices up his
compositions. .
The cut which has become my favorite. however, is
a funky twelve minute riff on side two of thelp called
"De Drums." Haden lays down a beat-and-keeps it
steady through the entire cut as Jarrett expands the
rhythm into one of the most infectiously soulful cuts
I've ever heard. Don't hesitate. This is an album that
all music lovers will enjoy. It is on Impulse AS 9240.
The Crusaders had a hit with "Put It Where You
Want It" when they first moved to Blue Thumb.
They now have a third lp out, but I haven'! yet heard
it. although I'd assume they arecontinuing to mine
the same vein, since the Znd Crusade does that pretty
much. They are fine musicians, and obviously get off
on playing with each other and for a rhythmic kind
of release. their music is fun. It's really good to dance
to, so I'll give it an ,83.
. Tom Scott must be one of those thousands of L.A;
session men whose name is on the credits of scads-of
_Ips, and no one knows anything about. Ode Records
just released an album featuring his sax, along with
Joe Sample, thekeyboardist of the Crusaders, Larry
Carlton, and a couple other session men. The Ip is
a fine ... relaxing jazz/rock piccc.. that is very
reminiscent of the stuff done by the Section; James
Taylor's excellent backup band. These three Ips have
been much more enjoyable than any of the straight
rock stuff I've heard recently, and I can recommend
them all highly.
Inherit the'Wind.
The D.C. Law Students in Court Program will hold a
benefit showing of the classic film "Inherit the Wind"
starring Spencer Tracy at 2:00 p.m. Saturday, March 30 and
Sunday. March 31, at the Key Theater, 1222 Wisconsin
Avenue, N.W. Tickets are on sale at the theater, the Pro-
gram's offices (Suite 500, 635 F sr., N.W.)l,. and Professor
Roger Kuhn's office at G.W. They are $4.00 for students,
$6.00 for all others.
International Student ID Card
Eurailpass Britrail Pass
RESERV ATIONS
TICKETS
EVERYWHERE
FREE SERVICE
Ground Floor
MARVIN CENTER
FREE SERVICE
CALL 659-2968
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OSHA Panel Tonight
A panel discussion on Oc-
cupational Safety and Health,
a New Field of the Public In-
, terest Lawyer, will be held this
evening, Wednesday, March
20, at 8 PM in room 101 of
Antioch Law School.
'ter of the National Lawyer's
Guild. All interested persons
are welcome:
Guild Meeting
TomorrowParticipants will be Bert
Cottine, staff attorney of Na-
der's Health Research Group;
Tony Mazzochi, Director, Citi·
zenship Legislative Depart-
ment, Oil, Chemical and A-
tomic Workers; David Mc-
Ateer, Safety Officer, United
Mine Workers; and a repre-
sentative from the Labor De-
partment's Occupational Safe-
ty and Health Administration.
The panel is sponsored by
the Antioch Law School chap-
The G.W. caucus of the
National Lawyers Guild will
hold a meeting on Thursday,
March 21, 1974, at I PM in
room 31 of Stockton Hall.
New and ongoing projects by
the Guild will be discussed,
and an organizational structure
will be set up to plan for the
rest of this year and next fall.
All interested persons are in-
vited to attend.
At the Top of the
University
Center
I
Torts
Property
Evidence
Criminal Procedure
SBA Curriculum Report
by Frank Gumpert
The SBA Curriculum and
Scheduling Committee has
been working diligently for the
. past two weeks, under pres-
sures of deadlines, to make
some changes in the proposed
schedules of classes and exam-
inations offered for 1974 -
1975.
There were many problems
confronted, one serious one
caused by the sabbatical leaves,
that professors will enjoy next
year, including five full-time
faculty members on leave for
Spring 1975: Weaver, Sharpe,
Mallison, H.P. Green, and
Starrs. As Spring has been
traditionally a weaker class-
offering semester, any efforts to
vitiate that problem have been
BRI ATTENTION
1st & 2nd YEAR
_111I1 STUDENTS
e:
Comprehensive But Concise Revie'w For
Your Final Exams
Such Subjects as:
Contracts and Sales
Future Interests
Constitutional law
Civil Procedure
presents
Frank Cassidy
Actor I Producer of American
College Theatr~ Festival
to discuss
The RelatiQnship between
Theatre & the University
Strong Hall Lounge
8:15P.M. .
FREE
Wine & Cheese
THE DRI PROGRAM:
Register now for $50.00.
The registration fee is fully credited to any
future BRI course. The price that you pay
for that future course is the price of that '
course at the time of your registration.
Get comprehensive outlines
to lise throughout law school.
Attend the lectures of your choice.
Lectures held at Georgetown Uniwrsit~
Law Center. 600 New Jersev Ave •• N.\\:
Saturday & Sundav.·l:OO-4:30 P.M.
NOW through APRIL 28
contact: BRIIBar Review Institute
1346 Connecticut A\'e.• NW Suite 320
tele, 833-3080
confronted with an absence, of Dean Kirkpatrick allowed
professors. Demands by profes- virtually every exam schedule
sors not to teach at certain change mentioned to be made
hours, and to teach "core" when the complicated process
courses (e.g. Trusts and Estates of the schedule's development
I, Corporations, and Federal was begun. While trying to
Income Tax) during the Fall present knowledge of previous
semester, make that schedule practices here, he was open to
very heavy and any reasonable all reasonable suggestions for
exam schedule impossible. improvement and reinstitution
The basic comments to the of earlier failures in class
proposed schedules were made scheduling with hopes of sue-
by me, along with Sallie cess. ,
Haynes, Ellen Peter, Marcia While two minor changes
Hughes, and Dan Curran with were made (switching one of
the aid of the Night Students' three sections of Commerical
Caucus. Final recommenda- Paper and of Sales with each
tions deleted demands for other and switching one section
maximum class sizes of fifty of Criminal Procedure. to the
students, and generally ignored Spring Semester), Dean Kra-
the Administration-rejected mer refused to split classes with
theory about a surplus of funds multiple sections into different
available to the Law School. time slots. In a class like
They were ignored because the Evidence, with three sections
problem of scheduling classes taught at the same time,
and exams was immediate, Kramer refused to switch even
with all materials for pre- one of the three, based on a
registration to be mailed out fear of student complaints that
this week. The Committee will "I have to take it then," when
continue to press for a state- the student really wants a cer-
ment about the future of class tain professor.
size, hiring of more faculty, Kramer refused to make
using other campus facilities changes to facilitate day stu-
when needed, and will demand dents' working hour availabili-
that a financial accounting be ty: his response being, "If they
made available to the students. want to work, let them go to
Dean Kirkpatrick worked Night SchooL"· Yet night
with us, and :we were very school classes are at a mini-
pleased with his uninhibited mum and are concentrated in
desire for student in-put into the Fall semester.
class and exam scheduling. Students with individual
Two long evening meetings problems in course offerings
were held. and numerous short are urged by the committee to
conversations dealt with the bring those problems to the at-
subjects. tention of the deans.
Blood Drive Announced
The George Washington University is actively engaged in
assisting the American Red Cross in its blood drive. On
Monday, April IS, between the hours of 10 a.m. and 3:30
p.m, the University will have a one day drive in the Ballroom
of the Marvin Center.
The University Coordinator for this drive will be Byron M.
Matthai, Assistant Director of the Office of Safety and
Security. Interested persons may schedule a timefor donating
. with his office (first floor of Woodhull House, 676-6945 or
676-6948). Questions concerning the eligibility for donations
may also be directed to his office. Those under the age of 21
desiring to donate should arrange to pick up a permission
form from Mr. Matthai's office prior to April-l S.
In Concert FRIDAY,
MARCH 22
Lisner Auditorium
9P.M.
Admission: $3.00 G.W. students & staff
$3.50 general public
Tickets on sale NOW at the Marvin Genter In'or~ation Desk
& Lisner Box, Tickets will be sold atthe door, •
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by Win Brown
Those who have been listen-
ing to WMAL Radio this
semester have been hearing
spot programming concerning
"Operation PEP" (Protection
for Elderly People.) Senior
citizens are invited to call a
phone number if they have
problems with their Social
Security checks, want informa-
tion concerning the new pro-
gram known as SSI, or have
any kind of consumer problem.
The attentive listener may have
recognized the voices of Missy
Davidson. Peter Abrams, or
Michael Quinn among those of
local radio personalities.
PEP is a new program insti-
tuted by the Consumer Protec-
tion Center, now in its fourth
year of operation at the NLC.
Students who sign up for
Course No. 459, "Problems of
the Consumer" (two or three
credits), may sign up to work
on this project.
PEP. which is enthusiastic-
ally 'sponsored by WMAL
Radio. opened a telephone
hot-line for the senior citizens
of the Washington Metropoli-
.tan area on January 30, 1974.
Palomer Pictures lnterndtloodl
r·'......n·'
NeilSimon's
The - ,
HeartbreakKId '
Friday, March 22 ~"
Showings: 7 & 9 P.M.
BALLROOM, Marvin Center
75 cents
The phone service is operated local agency. In cooperation The Center sends students to publishes a biannual reporting
by students from 1 p.rn. to 5 with WTTG, students have re- AYUDA, an all-purpose com- service as a supplement to
p.m. Monday through Friday. searched and produced pro- plaint center located in the Rothschild and Carroll's Con-
In addition to handling com- grams on fraudulent practices, Spanish-speaking section of sumer Protection: Text and
plaints and referrals, the stu- such as this semester's series on Washington, and to serve as Materials.
dents working on PEP have the' vocational schools which ap- consultants to county consumer For more information, stop
opportunity to suggest and fol- peared for six nights on .the ten agencies in Virginia and Mary- by the Consumer Protection
low through on radio program- o'clock news. land. In addition, the Center Center, Room 100. Bacon Hall.
ming ideas with the staff at ;..:.=:.:..:=~-------=~~~:..:.:=~~----------------,
WMAL.
, ,PEP expects to expand this
'summer into a storefront oper-
ation, with the ultimate goal of
staffing the operation with
senior citizens themselves as
volunteers and directors, with
law students serving as consul-
tants.
In addition to PEP, the
Center has instituted a wide
variety of programs designed to
acquaint students with the
range of problems affecting
consumers in the metropolitan
area. These ptograms include a
joint project with WTTG Tele-
vision, which promotes' a Con- '
sumer HELP telephone service
staffed by law students.
Students handle complaints
either by direct intervention
and mediation between the
complainant and merchant, or
by referral to an appropriate'
"A FIRST-ClASS
AMERICAN COMEDYI"
-VIncent Canby, New York Times
They Are Back Again
SUPER BOX
99 cents
The Greatest Buy of The Year
Limited Supply-Get Yours Early
.Only 4 MoreWeeks of Classes
, Get Study Aids NoW .
Monarch Notes-Scha~ms ~uthnes
Vis EdCards-Plaid Senes
TWA Get Away Guides now here $1.00
Josten
Ring
. Day
Tuesday
March 26
11:00to6:00
Coming
Attractions
Side Walk Sales
April 11-12
Book Buy Back
April
29-30
DItE:~M
GIRL
FRIri\ON N\ARCHQQ-25
WE:D-FRI 2.7 -2.9
MM.\JIN CENTERTH€~TER
21"1 &H. N\\!.
8 P.M.Dtnner anc Theater Evenings March 22. 2-5,27·29$1000 per person Includmg lax and Itp 676-6610
In con;unctlon wuh the UrllverSlly Club
"TUDEN1'l& <;mOR CITIZEN" ~150
GENE:Rfll flDMIS<;/ON$300R€~€R\J~TIONS& INfCRM~TION
676-6177 GROUP RflTES 676-;"178
OLVERSON' VIRGINIA
BAR REVIEW
The Most Successful Course for the
VIRGIN!A BAR FOROVER20YEARS
The Northern Virginia Community College,
-Annandale Campus Announces April and May Courses
for the July, 1974 Virginia Bar Exam
----Extensive Course: April2-May 2 and May 28-July 25,1974----
________ Standard Course: May 28-July 25,1974-------
FEES
Extensive Course: $180
Standard Course: $160
• ··VA APPROVED···
Olverson Bar Review courses provide thorough
preparation for the multisuite as well as the
. essay- type oxaminuiions
----Arrangements MayBeMadefor Playbackof MissedLectures
For Further Information, Call or Write:
Continuing Education
Northern Virginia Community College
8333Little RiverTurnpike
Annandale, Va. 22003
(703)323-3168or 323·3169
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on the I.P.T. team. She quickly
showed her male. opponents
that she could be just as
aggressive as they could by
pulling down several rebounds.
The victorious Destroyers re-
ceived a case of wine as first·
prize.
N'LC Basketball Results
,by John Brusnlak
and Ron Cohen
The Destroyers, a team com-
prised primarily of first-year
law students, won last, week's
16-team National Law Center
basketball tournament.
The tournament began on
Sunday, March 10. On the
basis of the first night's results,
the teams were divided into a
Winner's bracket and a Loser's
bracket. The action continued
hot and heavy throughout the
week with the semi-final games
,in each bracket being played
on Wednesday and Thursday
nights.
On Friday night, the stage
was set for the tinal show-
downs. with only four teams
left in the competition. Vying
for the Consolation Champion-
ship were the Cunning Runts
and Duces Tecuill. Meeting for
the Championship were Malum
In Se and the Destroyers.
The Consolation Champion-
ship game was characterized by
many turnovers and missed
baskets by both sides. The
Cunning Hunts capitalized on
Duces Tecum's early errors to
run up a half-time lead of
22-10. Due to some line outside
shooting by Duces Tecum's
Bob Finer, who poured in 14
points in the second half.
Duces Tecum was able to give
the Hunts a scare in the closing
minutes as the margin nar-
rowed to five points. Bob Ag-
dern's two free throws in the
. waning minutes of the contest
iced the victory for the Cunning
Runts. The final tally was
Runts 39, Duces 32.
The Destroyers lived up to
their team name by crushing a
good Malum In Se team 75-43
for the tournament champion-
ship. The game was never
really in doubt as Malum's ace
Bob Stein, a former Harper
College Basketball star, sus-
tained a severe ankle sprain on
the second play of the game
and was only able to hobble
around the' court. His injury
did 110tstop him from dumping
in 8 points in the losing effort.
Richard Rubin and Ken Week-
stein combined to score a total
of 21 points for the losers. The
Destroyers. led by G.W. assis-
tant basketball coach' Len Bal-
timore (6'6") and first-year law
student John' 'Coles (6'5"),
completely dominated the
boards. For the second straight
night, four of the five Destroyer
starters scored in the double
ligures. Walter Foeman led his
team with 22 points, followed
by Len Baltimore's 21. Both
Vince Burke and John Coles
dumped in 12 points for the
winners.
Just one female law student
participated in the tournament.
Barbara McAninch competed
Softball Tournament
by Ron Cohen
The ·1974 N.L.(. Softball Tournament is tentatively set for the
weekend of April 13th and 14th.
Students who are interested in forming teams to participate in
the toumamcnt are required to submit a roster containing the
team's name, players, and phone numbers, along with a
,refundable $10 deposit. to the S.B.A. Office (Room lGl-A, Bacon
Hall) no later than Friday, March 29, 1974 at 5:00 p.rn.
Each team must have at least ten players on its roster, but no
more than thirteen. All players must be students at the National
Law Center. A student can play on only one team.
The purpose of the $10 deposit. is to insure that each team will
provide umpires when their turn is due. Failure to do so will result
in a $5 forfeiture per offence. The formation of cooed teams is
stronglv encouraged.
All questions in regards to this tournament should be directed
to John Brusniak at 293-6495.
D.C. PIRG*
Uses What You're Learning ••..
Landlord-Tenant Relations
Housing Discrimination
Small Claims Court
Health 'Care Problems
T'ru th-in-A dvertising
Contribute $2 at Pre-registration and
Keep DC PIRG's Full-Time Staff,
and Projects Going!
~d.c. public interest research gr~up
GILBERTS LAW SUMMARIES
BLACKSTONE LAW SUMMARIES
LANDMARK LAW SUMMARIES
SMIT-H R'EVIEW
NUTSHELL SERIES
AMERICAN LEGAL CASE DIGESTS
CAMBRIDGE OUTLINES
HORNBOOKS
EVERYAVAILABLEAID.o FOR THE LA":, STUDENT
DISCOUNT' PRICES AND
cL ' CO~i~.ETE, SELECTION
WASHINGTON LAW BOOK CO.
1917 Eye St., N.W. Tel. 785-0424
BRI
Thinki~ BarReview?
.Think afiout the best!
I
BRI, the nation's'most successful bar review program
NOW OFFERS COURSES FOR
SEVEN DIFFERENT JURISDICTIONS
HERE, IN WASHINGTON, D.C
FOR THE 1974 SUMMER EXAMS
, Early Bird Course
Beginning March 2
Regular Course
Beginning June 3
Washington. D,C. Pennsylvania'
Virginia Georgia Maryland
New jersey" New York
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE:
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
\
ANTIOCH SCHOOL OF LAW HOWARD UNIVERSITYGEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
]nd Y~Il':
Miuk Brodie
(HI 9~~·81~5
John Mola
(HI 966·8883
(01121·1431
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY
Romaine Phillips
IHl 265·8753
Wendy Brewer
(H) 265-6006
GEORGE WASHINGTON U.Mark Eisenstadl
IHI22H445 INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF LAWWillilm Thrudgill
(H) 554·1431 huJ Cappello
(H) 554-4683
(0)'185.5025
J,dyu,'
Sieve Buckner
(Hl589-1081
JimMa~clli
(H) 139-5049
(0) 635·5153 hmel. ThreadJiIl
(H) 554·7431
Cbris Hoqe
(HI 966-{)299
(0) 296·1066
John Mascc:Ui
(H) 739-5049
(0)635-5153 Poll~ Harris
(H) 832-8830
(01 293·2800 ext. 49
8RJ BAR REVIEWINSTITUTE. 1346 Conneclieut Avenue. N.W.• Suite 320. Washift&ton.D.C. 200J6. (202) 833-3080
